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Abstract. Many control-flow-hijacking attacks rely on information leakage to disclose the location of gadgets. To address this, several leakageresilient defenses, have been proposed that fundamentally limit the power
of information leakage. Examples of such defenses include address-space
re-randomization, destructive code reads, and execute-only code memory. Underlying all of these defenses is some form of code randomization.
In this paper, we illustrate that randomization at the granularity of a
page or coarser is not secure, and can be exploited by generalizing the
idea of partial pointer overwrites, which we call the Relative ROP (RelROP) attack. We then analyzed more that 1,300 common binaries and
found that 94% of them contained sufficient gadgets for an attacker to
spawn a shell. To demonstrate this concretely, we built a proof-of-concept
exploit against PHP 7.0.0. Furthermore, randomization at a granularity
finer than a memory page faces practicality challenges when applied to
shared libraries. Our findings highlight the dilemma that faces randomization techniques: course-grained techniques are efficient but insecure
and fine-grained techniques are secure but impractical.

1

Introduction

Memory-corruption attacks continue to be one of the primary attack vectors
against modern computer systems [2]. The sophistication of memory-corruption
attacks has increased from simple code injection [36] to various forms of codereuse attacks [11, 41] in response to widespread deployment of defenses such as
W⊕X (a.k.a. Data Execution Prevention – DEP).
Leakage-resilient memory-protection techniques [4,7,12,14,33,48,51] are considered the state-of-the-art in one of several approaches to mitigate the impact
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of memory corruption attacks. Such techniques protect the code against various
forms of information-leakage attacks (i.e., direct [43,45], indirect [16,39], or sidechannel-based [8,40]), thus ensuring that the effects of the underlying randomization cannot be sidestepped by an attacker. Leakage-resilient techniques include
various forms of execute-only techniques via memory permissions [4, 14] or destructive reads [48], code-pointer protection via code and data decoupling [33],
and runtime re-randomization techniques [7, 12, 51].
All of these leakage-resilient techniques crucially rely on the underlying coderandomization mechanism and its granularity. For example, execute-only memory can be easily bypassed if an attacker knows the code-section layout. Coderandomization techniques fall into two categories: virtual-memory randomization and physical-memory randomization. Virtual-memory randomization only
changes the mapping of virtual addresses to physical addresses, and does not
change the contents of physical memory. Because such mapping can only be as
fine as a page, virtual-memory-randomization mechanisms have page-level granularity or coarser. Examples of such mechanisms include library-level randomization [7, 37] and page-level randomization [5]. The second category, physicalmemory randomization, is any technique that changes the contents of physical memory. These include function-level [21, 29], basic-block-level [12, 49], and
instruction-level [18, 28] randomization mechanisms.
In this paper, we study the security and practicality tradeoffs of code randomization for leakage-resilient defenses. We first show that virtual-memory randomization provides insufficient security guarantees. Extending the idea of partial
pointer overwrites, we illustrate an attack, which we call Relative ROP (RelROP), that can bypass such techniques in the absence of additional, protection
mechanisms. Specifically, we show that by simply overwriting the least-significant
bytes of a pointer, an attacker can address sufficient gadgets within a page to
build an exploit, and because the granularity of virtual-memory randomization
cannot be finer than a page, this limits their effectiveness in practice.
Although the idea of partial pointer overwrites existed in the literature before [8, 19], building a complete attack based on them faces a number of challenges, including the difficulty of chaining gadgets together and the lack of access to many gadgets due to randomization of their addresses. To overcome
these challenges, we illustrate how the Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) and the
Global Offset Table (GOT) can be abused as a layer of indirection to facilitate
exploitation. We show that function pointers within the GOT may be partially
overwritten to point instead to gadgets within the page of the original target. We
illustrate that numerous gadgets are accessible in each page through partially
overwriting GOT entries. We analyze many popular Linux applications and find
that many such gadgets can be invoked while the system is protected by code
randomization and many different leakage-resilient defenses.
To further demonstrate the realism of RelROP, we build a proof-of-concept
exploit against PHP (Sec. 6), which deterministically bypasses many leakageresilient defenses that rely on virtual-memory randomization.
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We then investigate physical-memory randomization mechanisms. While these
techniques can be arbitrarily fine-grained, and are thus secure against partialoverwrite attacks, they face many practicality challenges. Among them, is the
fact that such techniques require actually moving memory contents, which creates challenges for shared libraries. Such challenges give rise to tradeoffs between
security and performance or practicality.
Our findings highlight the dilemma when designing leakage-resilient memoryprotection techniques, and illustrate that design choices must consider a fine
trade-off between security and practicality in this domain. Since all of the proposed techniques in this domain face either security challenges or practicality
challenges (or both), we posit that more research is needed to build effective and
efficient leakage-resilient techniques.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We provide an in-depth study of security and practicality implications of
code randomization in leakage-resilient memory-protection techniques.
– We illustrate that virtual memory-based code randomization provides insufficient security. We leverage the idea of partial pointer overwrite to build a
generic attack, called RelROP, that overwrites one or two least significant
byte of a code pointer to access gadgets within the same page as the target.
– We conduct extensive analysis of the prevalence of RelROP gadgets, and
find that sufficient RelROP gadgets are found in 94% of analyzed binaries.
– We show the realism of RelROP via a proof-of-concept exploit against PHP.
– We discuss the practicality challenges of physical-memory-based randomization techniques and argue that security and practicality trade-offs need to
be considered when leveraging code randomization for leakage resilience.

2

Randomization Granularity

Leakage-resilient techniques, including TASR [7], Shuffler [51], Remix [12], Isomeron [16], Oxymoron [5], Heisenbyte [48], NEAR [50], Morton et al. [34],
XnR [4], and HideM [20] mitigate the impact of information-leakage attacks on
code randomization/diversification. They employ various mechanisms including
memory permissions [4, 14], destructive reads [48], code pointer protection [33],
and runtime re-randomization [7, 12, 51] to prevent direct memory disclosures
(e.g., [4, 5, 20, 50]) and sometimes both direct and indirect memory disclosures
(e.g., [7, 12, 14, 16, 33, 51]).
A key component of every leakage-resilient scheme is a one-time randomization of memory (or more, in the case of re-randomization) in order to obscure
the memory layout from the attacker. Once obscured, the remainder of the technique (e.g., execute-only memory) seeks to ensure that the attacker cannot leak
memory in order to discover the memory layout.
2.1

Virtual-Memory Randomization

One approach to randomizing memory is to randomize the mapping between
virtual- and physical-memory addresses. Attackers relying on code reuse must
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know the virtual-memory address at which physical code pages are mapped. This
is the driving principle behind ASLR [37] and its descendants, for example.
Randomizing virtual addresses is straightforward, as only the page tables for
that process need to be changed rather than the underlying physical memory
(i.e., no memory moves or copies are required). Therefore, such randomization
can be performed efficiently, and ensures that physical pages mapped into multiple processes (e.g., shared libraries) experience no disruption.
Randomization Granularity Relying on virtual-memory randomization imposes
a fundamental limitation on the granularity of randomization. Objects smaller
than a page of memory cannot be independently randomized, as page tables
cannot be used to reference the addresses of memory objects smaller than a
page. Thus, some of the low-order bits of an address remain unchanged after
randomization. While the exact size of memory pages is architecture-specific,
4KB is the smallest page size supported by common architectures such as x86,
x86-64, and ARM.
In practice, defenses using virtual-memory randomization operate on the
library- or page-level. Library-level is the most coarse-grained approach to memory randomization, in which the application binary and base addresses of shared
libraries are randomized. It is implemented at load-time by ASLR [37]. TASR [7]
provides a leakage-resilient version by re-randomizing in response to input/output system-call pairs. Note that in either case, all memory objects within a
library remain at fixed relative offsets to one another, but the relative offsets
among libraries are randomized.
Page-level randomization, implemented by Oxymoron [5] at load-time, attempts to provide enhanced security by randomizing at a finer granularity. This
ensures that inter-page offsets are randomized, but leaves intra-page offsets fixed.
2.2

Physical-Memory Randomization

Rather than change virtual-to-physical mappings, a randomization technique can
instead reorder data/code in physical memory. This requires memory copies that
induce overhead, but can operate at an arbitrary level of granularity. Physical
memory randomization must also account for how randomization of shared pages
is handled, since different processes may be simultaneously attempting to access
them. This can have both security and practicality implications.
Randomization Granularity Unlike virtual-memory randomization, physicalmemory randomization may operate at any level of granularity.3 This can dramatically limit, or entirely remove, the availability of gadgets near code pointers.
Recall that low-order bits are fixed in virtual-memory randomization, because
addresses are necessarily page-aligned (i.e., the lower 12 bits are an offset into
a page, and the upper bits specify the page in a 4K-size page).
3

In practice, physical-memory randomization has only been applied at the sub-page
level, as virtual-memory randomization is more efficient for coarser granularities.
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Physical memory randomization does not have this constraint (as it does not
rely on page tables), and can fully randomize the address of a memory object.
For example, it could shift a function by a single byte. This would modify every
bit in the address of that function, preventing an attacker from using their local
copy of an application to infer anything about the victim’s memory layout.
Physical-memory-randomization defenses have been presented at the function [51], basic-block [12, 49], and instruction [24] randomization levels. Shuffler [51] randomizes the base address of all functions in a process image. Shared
libraries are statically linked at load-time, in order to ensure that their functions
can be safely relocated. Remix [12] and Binary Stirring [49] both randomize at
the basic-block level. The former re-randomizes periodically, while that latter
performs a single load-time randomization. ILR [24] uses process-level virtualization to randomize at the instruction granularity on program load. None of
these approaches randomize shared libraries. We will discuss why later in Sec 8.

3

Threat Model

We assume that a remote attacker has access to a memory-corruption vulnerability that enables arbitrary read and write access to userspace memory. This is
consistent with common vulnerabilities that, for example, give attackers control
over a buffer index (e.g., CVE-2016-0034), or do not properly safeguard format
strings (e.g., CVE-2015-8617).
We make the following assumptions about the defensive configuration of the
victim process. 1) W⊕X is deployed on the system being attacked, so that code
injection and code modification are prevented. 2) A leakage-resilient defense is
deployed that prevents direct memory disclosures (i.e., leakage of code pages).
3) The Global Offset Table exists. A GOT exists as long as shared libraries are
used, and is even present for an isolated binary if it is compiled to be positionindependent. Additionally, the majority of leakage-resilient defenses identified
in this paper do not extend protections to the GOT, with the exceptions of
Oxymoron [5] and Readactor [14]. In Section 8, we discuss the implications
of requiring GOT protection in more detail. 4) The layout of code regions in
memory have been randomized, so that the attacker does not have a priori
knowledge of the location of code in memory.
This threat model is consistent with that of existing leakage-resilient defenses.

4

Relative ROP Attacks

In this section, we describe a code-reuse attack that generically circumvents
many leakage-resilient defenses that rely on virtual-memory randomization. We
show that an attacker can use existing code pointers to launch meaningful exploits. This is achieved by partially overwriting the low-order byte of code pointers such that they point to a relative offset within the randomized region, without
knowing or needing to corrupt the randomized high-order bytes of that pointer.
Thus, we refer to these attacks as Relative ROP (RelROP).
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Partial Pointer Overwriting

A critical assumption to the security of memory randomization is that pointers
can only be corrupted en toto. However, pointers in modern architectures are not
atomic, and in fact require multiple bytes of memory to encode. Furthermore,
byte-level memory writes are possible on most common architectures, including
x86, x64, ARM, and MIPS. A partial pointer overwrite can be used to overwrite
select bytes within a word. Partial pointer overwrites have been leveraged in
previous exploits [8,19], however, in this work we leverage them in a more general
attack technique, RelROP.
In this paper, we assume each memory page is 4KB, and aligned on 4KB
boundaries. Therefore, the low-order 12 bits of each address represent the offset
of the address within the page, while the high-order bits identify the page itself.
We define a memory paragraph to be the subset of a page that is addressable
by overwriting the low-order byte of a pointer. Thus, paragraphs are aligned
28 = 256 byte regions of memory.
If virtual-memory
randomization is ap0xFF…
plied, then the contents of each page
Function
Function
Pointer
Pointer
are fixed, and can be
Attacker
0x??B2
0x40B2
Attacker
Provided
0x??7B
0x205A
determined offline by
Provided
0x??7B
an attacker. There0x40B2
Benign
fore, the memory paraFunction
Gadget
0x??B2
0x??7B
graphs are also fixed,
and the attacker can
Benign
0x40B2
Function
overwrite the low-order 0x205A
0x??B2
byte of an address to
point to any gadget
Gadget
0x205A
within the paragraph.
0x00…
This general concept
Full Pointer
Partial Pointer
is depicted in FigOverwrite
Overwrite
ure 1. The question
Fig. 1: Partial vs. Full Pointer Overwrites
marks denote that
those bytes of the
pointer are both unknown to the attacker (due to the presence of a leakageresilient technique) and uncorrupted by the attacker. The low-order byte, however, which denotes an offset into the paragraph, are corrupted by the attacker
by only overwriting a subset of the bits encoding the pointer. The corrupted
pointer now points to a gadget within the paragraph, despite the presence of a
leakage-resilient technique that protects pointers from disclosure. Note that the
attacker-controlled pointer cannot point outside of the page without learning or
guessing the value of randomized high-order bytes. Moreover, it cannot point to
any other paragraph within the target page because even though bits 9-12 of the
address are known to the attacker (from an attacker’s local copy), they cannot
be overwritten by byte-granularity memory-corruption.
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At a high level, all that is required to carry out the attack is the ability to
overwrite the low-order byte of the pointer that encodes a position within the
pointed-to paragraph, while avoiding any corruption of the randomized higherorder bytes. This can be accomplished using a direct memory-write vulnerability
(similar to CVE-2017-0106).4 Such vulnerabilities arise from unchecked array
offset references, for example.
4.2

RelROP Chaining

In order to construct a RelROP gadget chain, we leverage the layer of indirection
afforded by the procedure linking table (PLT) and the global offset table (GOT).
Each externally linked function, such as those in libc, is invoked via a call
instruction to an absolute address within the PLT. The code within the PLT
performs a lookup of the address of the called function within the GOT, and
redirects control flow to that address. The GOT and PLT have two key features
that enable RelROP chaining.
First, the GOT is in the data region, which is subject to neither the write
protections of W⊕X nor to randomization. Thus, entries in the GOT are vulnerable to partial pointer overwrites. By corrupting GOT entries, the pointer can
be offset relative to the function’s intended entry point into an attacker-chosen
memory region within the paragraph pointed to by that entry.
Second, the PLT is not part of the .text/.code section, and is therefore not
randomized. It does contain code pages, however, so both W⊕X and leakageresilience are in effect. Thus, the PLT itself cannot be directly leaked. However,
the GOT contains pointers into the PLT in order to support lazy loading of
library functions. This standard functionality allows function addresses to be
resolved only on use, increasing the speed of program loading. However, it requires pointing un-initialized function pointers (e.g., exit should contain an
entry back to its PLT entry) to stub code in the PLT, thus leaking its location.
With these capabilities, a series of pointers to functions in the PLT can be
placed on the stack, similar to a standard ROP attack. When these pointers are
dereferenced, they will be redirected via the corrupted GOT to attacker-chosen
gadgets. This permits chaining of RelROP attacks.

5

RelROP Prevalence Analysis

RelROP attacks leverage GOT entries to address gadgets at a relative offset from
that pointer’s initial location. In order to investigate the prevalence of gadgets
accessible at the paragraph level of granularity, we constructed an analysis tool
and applied it to over 1,300 binaries, analyzing the libraries and functions that
were dynamically linked by these binaries. In this analysis, we identify all gadgets
that are accessible by partially overwriting the low-order byte of a GOT entry.
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Gadget 1
pop %rax
ret

Gadget
Finder
BINARY
…
pop %rbp
pop %r12
pop %r13
pop %r14
pop %r15
retq
nop
sub $0x8,%rsp
mov $0x4dba51,%esi
mov $0x4dce77,%edi
callq 0xf790
test %rax,%rax
jne 0x2084f
Dynamically
…

Binary
Analyzer

Gadget 2
mov %r13,%rdx
callq *(%rbx)
Gadget 3
pop %rsi
add %rsp,0x28
ret
…

foo()
Gadget 1
Gadget 2

Correlation
Engine

Control-Flow Graph
foo()

REPORT
…

bar()
Gadget 3

Dynamically
Linked
Library
Dynamically
Linked
Library
Linked Library

bar()

Fig. 2: RelROP Gadget Prevalence Analysis Tool Architecture

5.1

Analysis-Tool Architecture

The high-level architecture of our analysis tool is depicted in Fig. 2. An input
binary is processed in three phases.
First, we leverage angr [42], an open-source binary analysis framework, to
identify all of the libraries that are linked to a given binary. Then, all conventional
ROP gadgets are identified in all of these libraries using an off-the-shelf tool
(these are filtered later). We chose to use the open-source tool rp++ [3] for this
purpose, with a search depth of 8 instructions (i.e., each identified gadget is at
most 8 instructions long).
Next, we use angr to identify all functions from libraries that are actually
imported by the binary. That is, we only consider functions that actually appear
in the binary’s PLT, and are thus usable by RelROP. Finally, we use the function
information from angr to identify all of the gadgets that can be accessed by
overwriting the low-order byte of that function’s GOT entry. Note that for each
case, gadgets can be found within the function (i.e., a positive offset) or within
the memory before the function (i.e., a negative offset). This is because the
physical memory pages of these libraries must remain static during runtime.
Thus, in the case of paragraph level randomization we consider every gadget
within the memory paragraph (e.g., if the function pointer is 0x11223344, any
gadget in the range 0x11223300 -0x112233FF is accessible).
5.2

Analysis of Real-World Binaries

In order to characterize how prevalent RelROP gadgets are, we ran our tool
on every binary contained within the /usr/bin and /usr/sbin directories on
4

Note that other vulnerability types could also be used. For example, buffer overflows
(resp. underflows) could be used, in little-endian (resp. big-endian) architectures.
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a developer machine (Ubuntu 16.04), totaling 1,365 binaries with 577 dynamically linked libraries. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1.
In this table, the first column represents the major gadget classes, and the next
two columns depict the percentage and total, respectively, of analyzed binaries
that include a gadget of each class at the paragraph granularity. The percentage
of binaries with such gadgets accessible through libc is also included alongside the results, as attacks using libc gadgets are more desirable because of
their reusability across binaries. These results demonstrate that there are ample gadgets available via partial pointer overwriting even when the attacker is
constrained to the gadgets within a single byte of a code pointer.
Table 1: Gadgets within paragraph of
The results in Table 1 summaGOT entry
rize raw metrics on the number of
gadgets available, but do not directly Gadget Percentage of Total number of
binaries with gadgets
/
libc
address whether there are sufficient
gadgets / libc portion
portion
gadgets to carry out a RelROP attack. The next step in our evalua- pop rax 80.8% / 70.2% 64493 / 12196
tion is to identify the fraction of ap- mov rax 99.7% / 99.7% 1118428 / 378268
pop rbx
99.7% / 96.3% 2326697 / 550486
plications that have enough RelROP mov rbx 82.3% / 69.0% 81541 / 21715
gadgets to carry out a more complete pop rcx 79.2% / 63.4% 43827 / 14253
mov rcx
90.8% / 83.7% 214140 / 81593
malicious payload, such as spawning pop rdx 66.9% / 46.7% 28827 / 11845
a shell. Specifically, we consider an mov rdx 99.7% / 99.7% 418448 / 151041
95.6% / 92.2% 123090 / 20512
pop rsi
application vulnerable to a RelROP- mov rsi 99.7% / 99.7% 426279 / 96681
spawned shell if it includes either a pop rdi 95.2% / 91.6% 97963 / 22853
93.6% / 86.9% 831198 / 189329
mov rdi
mov or pop gadget for all the registers syscall 94.8% / 93.5% 1067064 / 814589
needed for the execve syscall (i.e.,
rax, rdx, rsi, and rdi), as well as a syscall gadget. Our analysis determined
that 94.4% of the binaries we considered are vulnerable, and 91.4% are vulnerable
if gadgets are restricted to libc only. These results suggest that virtual memory
randomization is not, on its own, sufficient to prevent RelROP attacks.
We note that in practice, an application may have gadgets that affect all of the
necessary registers, but chaining the gadgets together for a successful attack may
not be feasible given other side effects present in the gadgets. Additionally, our
results are predicated on the completeness of our gadget-analysis tool, and other
gadget analyses may identify other gadgets. These results are thus presented as
indicative of RelROP prevalence, but are not claimed to be comprehensive.

6

Real-World Exploit

For our real-word exploit, we selected our target based on disclosed CVEs and not
the availability of gadgets, since our prevalence analysis had already shown that
there were likely enough gadgets to construct an exploit payload. Our real-world
exploit targets the popular PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP). Specifically we
targeted PHP version 7.0.0, and leveraged a known format-string vulnerability
(i.e., CVE-2015-8617 [1]) as a proof-of-concept for both leaking and exploiting
the GOT.
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Table 2: List of ROP gadgets identified within the entry paragraph of library
functions used by PHP 7.0.0

Library
libc-2.23.so

Function

Offset
Gadget
0x47 pop rax; mov rax,rbx;
pop rdx; pop rbx; ret;
libc-2.23.so
uname
0x05 syscall;
libicuuc.so.55.1 u isISOControl 55
0x05 pop rsi; setnbe dl; cmp edi,0x0000009F;
setbe al; and eax,edx; ret;
libicuuc.so.55.1 UnicodeString::doCompare
0x03 pop rdi; or byte [rcx-0x0A],al; ret;
libxml2.so.2.9.3 xmlParseBalancedChunkMemory 0x04 pop rcx; add byte [rax],al;
add byte [rsi+0x06],bh; ret;
inet ntoa

Note that because of the existence of W⊕X, code regions cannot be written
to and data regions cannot be executed. Moreover, because of the deployment
of a leakage-resilient defense, code regions cannot be reliably read. As a result,
we only assume a read/write capability to data pages of memory in our exploit.
6.1

Exploit Details

The goal of our exploit is to achieve control-flow hijacking while PHP is protected
by a leakage-resilient defense using virtual-memory randomization up to and
including page-level randomization (thus, we are restricted to gadgets within the
paragraph of a function pointer). Since PHP is an interpreter, we assume that
the attacker is permitted to execute their own malicious PHP file on a remote
server, as is common on most hosting providers. To demonstrate a powerful
attack, we design an exploit that invokes the execve system call to spawn a
new shell. This provides the attacker with powerful remote control over the
compromised machine with elevated privileges from that of the original PHP
script. To accomplish this, we must find a syscall-instruction gadget and a set
of gadgets to set the necessary argument registers (i.e., rax, rdi, rsi, and rdx).
We applied the tool described in Sec. 5 to analyze, offline, a local copy of
PHP to identify all of the gadgets that are contained within the entry paragraph
(i.e., the paragraph surrounding the pointer to a function’s entry point) of every
function that is imported by PHP. Note that we can craft our malicious PHP file
to specifically call those functions that contain the required gadgets to ensure
that the GOT will be populated before our exploit. Our attack is limited to only
use gadgets that are contained within entry paragraphs (i.e., the single-byte
offset from the function-entry point), which is encoded in the GOT. This constant
offset can be added by overwriting only the low-order byte in the GOT entry,
which is not affected by randomization at the page-level or coarser granularity.
The gadgets identified by our tool are shown in Table 2.
It is worth noting that our pop rdi gadget depends on the value of rcx-0x0A
being a valid and writable memory region. Similarly, our pop rcx gadget requires
rax and rsi+0x06 to be writable. Fortunately, we have both pop rax and pop
rsi gadgets that we can use to set these values to known locations in the GOT,
which we know to be writable. We can then similarly set rcx to a known GOT
address to achieve a complete payload.
In traditional ROP attacks, the attacker places the absolute address of the
gadgets directly on the stack in order to execute them in the payload. However, in
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RelROP, we are working with the constraint of virtual-memory randomization
and leakage resilience, thus RelROP places the PLT addresses on the stack,
which will be automatically resolved to our corrupted GOT entries.
To set up the exploit, we leverage the fact
that the .data segment, including the GOT,
is not randomized and is always at a fixed
…
u_isISOControl_55@PLT
rsi
GOT + 0x20
memory location. In the case where this is not 1
2
inet_ntoa@PLT
true, we could use our memory-read vulnerJUNK
ability (i.e., our format-string vulnerability)
JUNK
3
to leak the location of the GOT. Given any
GOT + 0x20
rax
inet_ntoa@PLT
GOT address, we can trivially calculate the
JUNK
base address, and therefore the address of the
JUNK
4
functions containing our gadgets, as the orJUNK
xmlParseBalancedChunkMemory@PLT
der of the GOT entries do not change. This
rcx
5
GOT + 0x20
same format string can be leveraged to read
u_isISOControl_55@PLT
the contents of the GOT to obtain the base
rsi
0
6
address of the PLT, as unresolved functions
inet_ntoa@PLT
JUNK
will store pointers to their PLT entry due to
JUNK
7
lazy binding of library functions.
rax
0x3B
At this point, we have enough information
inet_ntoa@PLT
JUNK
to modify the GOT entries and build the set
rdx
0
8
of values that need to be placed on the stack
JUNK
when the exploit begins executing.
UnicodeString::doCompare@PLT
rdi
GOT (“/bin/sh”)
Next, we modify the lower-order bits
9
uname@PLT
…
of the GOT entries for gethostbyname,
intltz to date time zone,
php uname,
Fig. 3: The stack during
IntlChar::isISOControl, and
exploitation
DOMDocument::appendXML (PHP functions that call the
functions listed in
Table 2) by partially overwriting each entry with the offset of the gadget located
in each respective function.
We start by using an assumed arbitrary-write stack-corruption vulnerability
to place the proper values on the stack and point the return address to the first
gadget. The stack is setup similarly to a traditional ROP payload, containing
data that will end up in registers, and addresses of gadgets to be executed.
Instead of using the absolute address of the gadgets, however, we use the address
of the PLT entries of the functions containing the gadgets. It is important to
emphasize that we know the addresses in the PLT from pointers in the GOT
used for lazy binding, not from a leakage of the PLT that is prevented by the
leakage-resilient defense. The stack during our RelROP attack is shown in Fig. 3.
The full exploit is shown in Fig. 4.

7

Impact on Defenses

In this section, we consider the impact of RelROP attacks on two classes of defenses. Randomization-focused defenses are those whose primary mechanism for
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Fig. 4: PHP RelROP exploit

mitigating attacks is (re)-randomization of memory at a specific level of granularity. Randomization-dependent defenses are those that require fine-grained
memory randomization, but whose primary contribution is orthogonal to randomization (e.g., execute-only memory).
7.1

Randomization-Focused Defenses

Table 3 summarizes the impact of RelROP on leakage-resilient defenses. These
include both leakage-resilient defenses that rely on memory re-randomization,
and fine-grained randomization mechanisms that may be used by leakage-resilient
defenses that are dependent on a fine-grained randomizer. The table also indicates whether the requirements to conduct a RelROP attack are satisfied. We
require a GOT to exist and not be additionally protected, and that the target be protected by either virtual-memory randomization, or physical-memory
randomization that does not extend to shared libraries.
TASR is susceptible RelROP attacks. It is a leakage-resilient defense that
re-randomizes code at the library level. Since the GOT is in the data region, it is
not randomized by TASR. Re-randomization is applied on every read/write pair
to mitigate the effects of memory disclosures. While its coverage does extend
to shared libraries, it is implemented via virtual-memory randomization, and is
therefore susceptible to RelROP attacks given the analysis presented in Sec. 5.
Remix is a leakage-resilient defense that periodically permutes the basic-block
ordering within functions. This necessitates physical memory copies and code
patching to ensure that direct jumps point to the correct target. Consequently,
Remix does not protect shared libraries. Since RelROP attacks use only gadgets
in shared libraries, Remix is susceptible to RelROP.
Binary Stirring [49] is a load-time basic-block-level randomization technique.
It relies on load-time patching of the binary to redirect direct jumps to randomly determined basic-block locations. Consequently, shared libraries are not
randomized and can be leveraged to conduct RelROP attacks.
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Table 3: Susceptibility of Leakage-Resilient Techniques to RelROP
Defense Name

Granularity Randomization Unprotected GOT Unprotected Libraries RelROP
Leakage Resilience Through Memory Re-Randomization
TASR [7]
Library
Virtual
Yes
No
Yes
Shuffler [51]
Function
Physical
No
No
No
Remix [12]
Basic Block
Physical
Yes
Yes
Yes
Memory Randomization
Oxymoron [5]
Page
Virtual
No
No
No
Binary Stirring [49] Basic Block
Physical
Yes
Yes
Yes
ILR [24]
Instruction
Physical
Yes
Yes
Yes

ILR [24] uses process-level virtualization to perform instruction-level randomization. Since this does not extend across processes, shared libraries are not
protected and RelROP attacks can bypass it.
Oxymoron [5] randomizes code on the page level, as well as replacing function pointers with trampolines into a protected, GOT-like memory region. This
region is isolated via memory segmentation and segment registers. This prevents
RelROP attacks due to the inability to partially corrupt function pointers in
the GOT. Unfortunately, attacks against it have already been demonstrated [16]
and memory segmentation is largely unsupported in 64-bit architectures.
Shuffler is a leakage-resilient defense that is not susceptible to RelROP attacks, as it removes the GOT and relies purely on direct calls to libraries that are
statically linked at load time. It periodically re-randomizes code at the function
level at a configurable interval. Since functions may be smaller than pages, this
randomization requires physical memory copying. This necessitates statically
linking shared libraries. Due to the way Shuffler implements re-randomization,
the size of each process’ code image (including all libraries) is approximately doubled. As a result, the memory overhead on a multi-process system may be prohibitive. Shuffler also requires a dedicated per-process thread to asynchronously
perform physical memory copies, which may impact cache and memory performance. Unfortunately, no analysis is provided as to the performance of Shuffler
in a multi-process environment, so the true overhead is difficult to estimate.
7.2

Randomization-Dependent Leakage-Resilient Defenses

The defenses considered in this section rely on the existence of a fine-grained randomization mechanism, but their primary contribution is an orthogonal approach
to leakage resilience. Since “fine-grained randomization” is often underspecified,
the effect of RelROP attacks on each defense cannot be empirically evaluated.
Thus, we instead consider whether the GOT/PLT is additionally protected or
other implementation details disrupt RelROP attacks.
Multivariant Execution Multivariant-execution defenses, such as Isomeron [16],
are designed to disrupt ROP and JIT-ROP attacks by probabilistically switching program execution among two or more replicas of code, each with different
memory layouts. Isomeron specifically applies “fine-grained” code randomization to one of two replicas, and leaves the other unmodified. Execution switches
uniformly at random between each replica at the function-call granularity. This
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disrupts code-reuse attacks that rely on absolute jumps to memory addresses,
as the location of gadgets may change at every gadget invocation. However,
if the underlying code randomization is virtual-memory randomization, it does
not disrupt RelROP attacks. GOT entries in Isomeron are resolved prior to diversification, and Isomeron adds a constant offset to the result if it elects to
change the replica being run. Since RelROP attacks corrupt GOT entries prior
to this calculation, they are “fixed” by Isomeron to point to the correct replica.
If physical-memory randomization is applied to either replica, the partially corrupted pointer would point to a different location in each replica, and therefore
the attack would not succeed.
Destructive Code Reads and Execute-Only Memory Techniques that implement
destructive code reads [34, 48, 50] aim to prevent code-reuse attacks that rely
on direct memory disclosure. While all code pages can be both read and executed (in contrast to execute-only memory), attempting to execute code that has
previously been read will trigger an error. In response to inference attacks that
allow implicit disclosure of code by reading adjacent bytes [44], this approach has
recently been combined with semantic-preserving binary re-randomization [34].
Execute-only-memory defenses [4,20] aim to stop the same class of threats as defenses that implement destructive code reads. Rather than destroying code that
is read, however, execute-only defenses cause a memory-permission violation at
any attempt to read executable memory.
Both of these defense classes rely on the necessity of an attacker reading code
pages prior to executing that code. However, RelROP attacks rely entirely on
reading data pages and corrupting code pointers without first disclosing that
code (or its address). Only the GOT itself needs to be read, which, as data, does
not trigger destruction. Therefore, if virtual-memory randomization is used, then
partial pointer overwriting can be used to corrupt code pointers to known gadgets
within the containing code paragraph. However, if physical-memory randomization is applied, then the byte value needed for the partial overwrite cannot be determined without first disclosing the randomization, and thus physical-memory
randomization would prevent a RelROP attack.
Code-Pointer Protection Another approach to preventing code-reuse attacks is
to protect all pointers to code from disclosure or corruption. Pointguard [13]
encrypts pointers and decrypts them just prior to use via a register-stored key.
ASLR-Guard [33] uses a combination of encryption and protected lookup tables to hide the value of function pointers. Readactor [14, 15] combines executeonly memory, fine-grained code randomization, register randomization, PLT randomization, and replacement of function pointers with trampolines into a protected lookup table. Notably, however, Readactor has been shown vulnerable to
profiling-based attacks [39].
Encrypting or otherwise protecting all bytes of function pointers prevents
partial overwrites, as low-order bits are no longer vulnerable. In addition, use of
trampolines into lookup tables decouples the pointer value from any gadgets near
its eventual target, thus making relative-address attacks only able to (at best)
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change the index into the lookup table. If table randomization and booby traps
are used, as in Readactor, even this capability is removed. Thus, code-pointer
protection techniques are effective in countering RelROP attacks.

8

Discussion

Physical-memory randomization at the granularity of instruction or basic-blocks,
applied ubiquitously to the binary and its linked libraries would not be vulnerable to the RelROP attack described earlier. However, such a technique faces
a number of practicality challenges. Furthermore, subsequent design decisions
to address those challenges themselves come with security/practicality implications. All of these challenges arise from dealing with shared physical memory
pages, such as those in linked libraries. In this section, we first discuss the practical challenges of physical-memory randomization, then we discuss other possible
RelROP mitigations.
8.1

Implications of Physical-Memory Randomization

Cross-Process Disclosures Many physical-memory randomization defenses (see
[32] for an overview) apply randomization at compile time, by, for example,
inserting NOPs to change relative distances between instructions. These onetime randomization approaches suffer from the fact that a memory disclosure in
any process using a shared code page (e.g., libc pages) allows the attacker to derandomize that page in all processes using that code page. Thus, leakage-resilient
defenses must be applied to every process that links shared libraries.
Shared-Library Synchronization Physical-memory randomization that takes place
at load- or run-time must deal with the fact that multiple processes executing
code from shared libraries do not synchronize their accesses, as these pages
are traditionally read-only. This becomes problematic when attempting to move
that code to another physical memory region. Each process may have stack/heap
pointers to different regions of the shared library (especially if library functions
call each other), and have instruction pointers at different addresses within that
library. All of these pointers must be adjusted to point to the library’s new
location in a way that is transparent to each running application.
Shuffler [51] addresses the issue by statically linking all libraries into a process image at load time, and maintaining two copies of the process binary and
libraries. One copy is active and used for execution, and the other is asynchronously re-randomized by a dedicated thread. When the copy is complete,
execution shifts to the new version and re-randomization is applied to the other
copy. Unfortunately, this means that if n processes are executing on a system,
there are 2n copies of libc, 2n copies of each application binary, and up to 2n
copies of other shared libraries. Remix [12], Binary Stirring [49], and ILR [24] address this issue by simply not protecting shared libraries, and limiting themselves
to the unshared physical pages corresponding to the main application binary. As
shown in Section 5, however, this still provides ample attack surface to create
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a malicious payload. In fact, most valuable gadgets, such as those capable of
invoking a system call, are found in libc and not the binary itself.
Memory Thrashing Runtime re-randomization based on physical-memory randomization, such as Remix [12] and Shuffler [51], periodically perform physical
memory copies in order to relocate code regions. This interferes with the performance of the cache and memory subsystem due to large-scale invalidation of
cache lines, and additional memory traffic. Depending on the rate at which rerandomization is performed, memory thrashing can become a significant source
of overhead. A study of cache and memory performance observed such cache and
memory contention can result in slowdowns of a factor of up to 2.5x [30].
8.2

RELRO

A defensive feature in some operating systems called Relocation Read-Only (or
RELRO) is sometimes used to protect GOT. Partial RELRO forces GOT to
come before BSS, preventing some types of buffer overflows on global variables.
Full RELRO marks the entire GOT as read-only.
While partial RELRO has no impact on RelROP, full RELRO breaks it.
However, full RELRO has several performance tradeoffs, and is not commonly
deployed in practice. A recent study shows that as low as 3% of binaries are
protected with full RELRO [46]. There are a few reasons for this. Full RELRO
requires all symbols to be resolved at load time, which significantly slows down
program startup. Full RELRO is also not a default option in GCC (partial
RELRO is). Many Linux distros also do not have RELRO, such a RHEL v6
(and earlier), which will be actively supported until 2021.

9

Related Work

Our work mainly relates to memory-corruption vulnerabilities and mitigation
thereof. The literature in these areas is vast. We refer the interested reader to
the relevant surveys [10, 32, 47] and focus on closely related work. Since we have
already discussed may related efforts in the context of our attack, we limit the
work referenced in this section to the remaining closely related ones.
In a concurrent work with ours, a similar attack, PIROP [22], also uses partial
pointer overwrites to bypass leakage-resilient defenses. However, PIROP’s approach is significantly different from ours in the following aspects. First, PIROP
is based on the concept of memory massaging, in which a carefully chosen set
of inputs causes the program to place code pointers on the stack. These are
then adjusted via partial pointer overwrites. This approach is probabilistic under fine-grained randomization, with probability of success decreasing as the
required number of gadgets increases. RelROP attacks, conversely, are deterministic and can scale to arbitrary payload sizes. Second, it is unclear how well
PIROP attacks generalize or could be automated. Each proof of concept exploit
presented in that work requires study and use of application-specific execution
semantics. RelROP attacks only require knowledge of the target binary’s GOT.
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Third, PIROP attacks are only able to bypass memory re-randomization defenses
if they are restricted to live pointers that are actively being tracked by the rerandomizer. They cannot rely on stale pointers, such as those remaining from old
stack frames whose associated function has already returned. RelROP attacks
bypass any virtual memory re-randomization technique. Fourth, PIROP’s evaluation focuses on the amount of entropy provided by various existing defenses.
Since RelROP attacks are deterministic, this does not apply to our technique.
We instead analyze the tradeoffs between virtual and physical memory randomization, and their implications for practical leakage-resilient defenses.
There are also a large number of randomization-based techniques proposed in
the literature that perform compile-time [26,27,31], load-time [17,24], or runtime
[25, 35] randomization. It has been shown that information-leakage attacks of
various types, including direct memory disclosures [45], timing-based and faultbased side-channel attacks [8, 40], script-based leaks [43], indirect pointer leaks
[16], profiling attacks [39], and cache-based side-channel attacks [23], can be used
to bypass randomization-based defenses. Other orthogonal attacks against many
leakage-resilient defenses have also been studied, the details of which are beyond
our scope [6, 9, 16, 38, 39, 43, 44].

10

Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the security and practicality of memoryrandomization mechanisms supporting leakage-resilient defenses. We illustrated
an attack, RelROP, that bypasses page-level or coarser virtual-memory randomization via partial overwriting of code pointers. We analyzed the prevalence of
RelROP gadgets in popular code bases, and built a proof-of-concept exploit
against PHP 7.0.0. In addition, we enumerated the challenges associated with
practical deployment of physical-memory randomization defenses that arise from
protecting shared memory objects (e.g., shared libraries). Our findings indicate
that additional research is needed to design efficient and effective leakage-resilient
memory-protection techniques.
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